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The WWETT Show - Water & Wastewater, Equipment, Treatment & Transport - 
will be taking over the Indiana Convention Center in Indianapolis February 20-23. 

On Wednesday, February 20, the day is dedicated to education, with sessions 
scheduled throughout the day. Then, starting Thursday February 21, attendees 
will get to walk the massive Expo Hall and Lucas Oil Stadium, seeing the best 
products and services available in the industry. You’ll be able to talk directly with 
the manufacturers, get hands-on via Exhibitor Demonstrations, and see the big 
gear in action at WWETT Live @ Lucas Oil Stadium.

Here is a preview of some of the products and services that will be on display.

APSCO
Booth #6824 
 
ARC-30
APSCO, a manufacturer of pneumatic and hydraulic valves and controls for 
the mobile equipment & transportation industry is pleased to introduce our 
new 30gpm Hydraulic Reservoir, Filter and Cooling system – the ARC 30.

Manufactured in the USA at our plant in Tulsa, Oklahoma; the ARC-30 is 
designed to cool and condition hydraulic oil on mobile equipment and 
transportation applications with hydraulic drives. “In developing the ARC-30 
we listened to the voice of the customers to ensure that our design and our 
features were market driven,” said Chris Wunsch, VP of Sales & Marketing 
for APSCO.

A frame mount design, measuring less than 8” wide and rejecting 20hp of heat at 30gpm and 80o ETD 
(Entering Temperature Differential), the ARC-30 provides greater operating efficiency and longevity to the 
equipment’s hydraulic drive, while having the ability to be installed in tight spaces on either side of the 
vehicle. The ARC-30 is constructed from stainless steel and aluminum components, resulting in a corrosive 
resistant and visually attractive unit, suitable for the harshest of environments.

Designed to be easy to service, all the components can be accessed and serviced by removing one panel. 
“Our engineering team’s thoughtful design includes an integrated manifold system that reduces the ARC-30’s 
tube and hose components to just one (1) low pressure hose. This provides the owner or operator greater 
durability, lower maintenance and easier serviceability over alternative products” said Vince Williams, 
APSCO’s CEO. “We are excited to introduce the ARC-30 to the industry. Manufacturing theARC-30 at our 
plant in Tulsa allows us to produce and provide a quality product, and back it with APSCO’s high level of 
customer service and short lead times that we are known for.”

For more information on the ARC-30 or other APSCO products 

Website www.apscopower.com Email sales@apscopower.com Phone 918 622 5600

Product Preview
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BOERGER
Booth #4103 
 
ROTARY LOBE PUMPS
Mobile Blueline Rotary Lobe Pumps from Boerger are self-priming, valveless, 
positive displacement pumps with flow capacities up to 5,000 gpm and 
reversible operation. These pump units are ready for rapid deployment 
of sewer bypass, municipal waste and stormwater, industrial effluent and 
sludge, digester and lagoon cleanup, flood disasters and spill emergencies 
(oil, gasoline, diesel, etc.). The rotor tip ensures cost-effective operation. 
Suction and pressure hoses can be installed in minutes. The Blueline pumps are stable and wear-resistant. 
They are built with MIP (Maintenance In Place), allowing for quick access to the pump casing and all wetted 
parts through a quick-release cover. 
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BUCHER
Booth #6254  
 
BUCHER RECYCLER®
With more than 100 years of experience, our products have played a central 
role in securing a sustainable environment and a profitable business for our 
customers through our environmentally friendly, innovative, and high-performance sewer cleaning units. We 
can take pride in designing and manufacturing the market’s best units using only the most technologically 
advanced components available. 
 
One of our greatest innovations is the Bucher RECycler® units, which are operating all over the world in the 
most extreme conditions. The Bucher RECycler® units are indeed the most powerful and sustainable sewer 
cleaning units on the market. Available in two different tank sizes, 8 yd3 and 15 yd3, the Bucher RECycler® 
208 and RECycler® 315 units are the most complete and versatile, enabling our customers to increase their 
productivity no matter the circumstances. The fully continuous water recycling system, automatic fuel-saving 
technology and an efficient and easy to maintain unit, has been produced and developed for over 30 years. 
 
At WWETT Show 2019, visitors will be able to see these carefully designed and tested solutions as well as 
experience the benefits of our Bucher Center of Excellence, an international service hub for all our products. 
We are powered by innovation to make our sewer cleaning units and sweepers simply great machines. 
 
Bucher Municipal North America is a leading manufacturer of sewer cleaning units. Globally, our product 
range consists of sweepers, sewer cleaning equipment, winter maintenance, and vehicles for refuse collection. 
Bucher Municipal is a part of Bucher Industries.
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CLOSING COMMANDER™  
Booth #6849

CLOSING COMMANDER™
Thousands of dollars in contractor sales are left on the table daily for one 
reason: lack of follow-up. In fact, improving follow-up has consistently been 
reported as one of the major objectives of contractor/service sales team 
leaders and business owners. That’s because even a small improvement in 
follow-up communication can yield a dramatic uptick in closed business. 
No world-class sales process is truly complete without a consistent 
follow-up system. But in the past, it has been incredibly frustrating for 
companies to standardize and get consistent employee participation in 
any process. The reason is simple: following up has always been a manual, 

time-consuming, and psychologically easy-to-avoid step. There is always something more important to do 
when it’s time to contact a list of customers and follow up. We even rationalize that as long as we don’t hear 
a “no”, there is still a chance. As a result, there are stacks of dead estimates worth thousands or even millions 
of dollars in most companies. Let’s just say it: traditional follow-up efforts have failed. 

But there IS something that will work. In fact, Closing Commander™ makes following up effective, easy, and 
automatic! Now, every customer opportunity will receive friendly follow-up communications from you like 
clockwork, every time. Consistently close up to 20% more opportunities just by adding this simple follow-up 
automation to your existing sales process and letting it go to work for you. With Closing Commander™ (Booth 
#6849) you’ll be able to fully customize follow-up messages, track customer activity like email opens, clicks 
and replies, and see reporting on the success of your follow-up system. Finally, a solution to the frustration 
of lost opportunities and leaked revenue. Stop wondering if estimates will ever turn into jobs. Quit guessing 
if customers have moved on or not. Take command of closing more with Closing Commander™.
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CUES 
Booth #6030

CUES REDI KIT
The first CCTV pipeline inspection troubleshooting kit available on 
the market today! CUES has developed a new pipeline inspection 
tool designed to significantly reduce unplanned downtime. The CUES 
REDI (Remote Evaluation Diagnostic Inspection) Kit is the first pipeline inspection troubleshooting kit 
available on the market today designed to help diagnose electrical issues, allowing for quicker and more 
accurate troubleshooting and repairs of problems while in the field. The release of this new product 
reflects CUES continuing commitment to offer the best customer support services in the business. 
 
The CUES REDI Kit features a hi-resolution web camera for two-way video conferencing with 
CUES to expedite troubleshooting and enhance parts identification, a diagnostic test box for 
easy access to the TV cable conductors via test points, a built in mini-camera, used to send 
video back thru the TV cable and truck, and much more. Use the REDI kit, along with the CUES 
technical staff, to take CCTV pipeline inspection troubleshooting and support to the next level.  
 
This handy diagnostic kit includes tools that are indispensable at remote sites for electrical issues, 
troubleshooting, and repair. Get up and running quickly and GO THE DISTANCE with the CUES REDI Kit! 
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FORMADRAIN 
Booth #1461

FORMADRAIN®
FORMADRAIN® is a steam cured pulled-in-place lining system used for 
lining laterals, spot repairs, industrial process pipes and LMC Lateral-
Main-Connections®. Pipe diameters range from 2 to 48 inches and can line 
elbows and transitions through an existing cleanout for a completely “no-
dig” repair with perfect results every time. 

The strength of our liners, the reliability of our system and the quality of 
our technical support are unmatched in the industry. The system comes 
with all you need to line and on-site training by experienced engineers.

DURAPOX LINERS®
Formadrain®‘s DURAPOX liners are built with the same high quality 
materials as our standard liners but benefit of the magic of a 60-day open-
time steam cured resin.

That much work time means no liners lost over time restraints or unforeseen 
difficulties, no unneeded rushes that can cost big. Your crew can focus on 
their work without stress. Tired of preparing liners or lacking the space to 
build them? We’ll ship them pre-wet to your specifications, ready to insert 
and cure.

 
Call now at 888.337.6764 or visit www.formadrain.com for your FREE Info Pack, also available at Booth #1461.

.COM
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GENERAL PIPE CLEANERS 
Booth #4328

JM-1000 MINI-JET™ 
 

General Pipe Cleaners Introduces New Inspection Systems at WWETT19 
Show – Indianapolis Win a free JM-1000 Mini-Jet. 

Plumbing and drain cleaning professionals can catch the latest from General Pipe Cleaners at the WWETT19 
Show, Booth #4328. Stop by and register to win a free JM-1000 Mini-Jet. 

The compact, lightweight JM-1000 Mini-Jet™ quickly clears grease, sand and ice clogs – at a great price! 
Unclog sinks, laundry drains and small lines from 1-1/2” to 3” with 1500 psi of cleaning power. Pump & motor 
for the portable, 23-lb JM-1000 come securely contained in a rugged metal diamond plate case – no bigger 
than a tool box. 

General Pipe Cleaners will showcase newest additions to its popular Gen-Eye® line: 

• Gen-Eye X-POD® 

• Gen-Eye Micro-Scope2® 

• Gen-Eye USB® 

Just grab one – and go! New, “all-in-one” Gen-Eye® systems combine camera, reel, and monitor into one 
compact, convenient package. 

Check out added features like the ability to record inspections on flash drives, one-touch recording, 4X 
digital zoom, voice-over recording, flash drive capacity indicator and more! 

Can’t make the show? General’s mobile-friendly www.drainbrain.com website offers quick, easy, intuitive 
access to its full line of drain cleaning, water jetting and inspection systems. 

Or call the Drain Brains® at General Pipe Cleaners at 800-245-6200 for more information. 

General Pipe Cleaners, a division of General Wire Spring Co., is a leading manufacturer of high quality 
American-made drain cleaning equipment. In business since 1930, the third-generation family-owned company 
is celebrating nearly 90 years of service to drain cleaning professionals and plumbing contractors, as well as 
facilities managers, the rental industry and the hardware/DIY market. The Toughest Tools Down The Line. 
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HI-VAC CORPORATION 
Booth #1561

X-VAC X-13 HYDRO EXCAVATOR  
Power Performance Payload

• Right-sized for your application, the X-Vac X-13 provides 
the largest legal payload of any full-sized hydro excavator

• 13 cubic yard debris tank is ideal for applications when 
dumping on site is required

• Up to 24,500 lbs. of legal payload capacity

• 5,800 CFM 27” Hg high-performance blower

• Top-mounted 360-degree boom provides maximum coverage

• Insulated heated enclosure for both the water and vacuum systems

• Run dry water pump: 20 GPM at 2,500 psi
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NOZZTEQ
Booth #2307

PAIKERT INTRUDER IMPACT CUTTER
The Paikert™/Intruder is a low-speed, high-torque cutter designed 
to clear tough, stubborn pipe blockages like hardened concrete, 
tuberculation, and thick, woody roots. Paikert™/Intruder cutting 
nozzles have proved themselves around the world, and used 
commercially for more than 30 years.

The Paikert Intruder operates in three distinct modes for different 
cutting needs:

• Impact & Drill, the most effective mode for hard deposits 
like concrete and tuberculation. Material is pulverized by the 
cutting head and flushed away.

• Drill only, a good choice for protruding laterals, and other situations where clean, precise cuts are 
needed.

• Impact Only, excellent for pushing objects down pipe without damage, as when plugs or other 
equipment are stuck.

Typically operates at 1,000 blows per minute and 200 rpm. Completely water driven and patented “Hydro-
Torque” motor cannot come to a standstill or seize during use. Numerous accessories and configurations 
available to customize the Intruder for your specific cutting needs.

NozzTeq Inc. Rents this cutter on daily, weekly and monthly basis for sizes 4-24”. We also have custom

Sizes of 27, 30 & 36” that require larger unit to operate. 

Contact us today at 866-620-5915:  www.nozzteq.com  info@nozzteq.com
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OXBO
Booth #2158
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THE PATRIOT 
Booth #6558 

THE PATRIOT 1776 HYDRO JETTER  
HEAVY DUTY EDITION
The Patriot 1776 Dolly Jetter “Heavy Duty” Edition was designed to be 
very compact and easy to load & unload from your work vehicle. Equipped 
with a Briggs & Stratton 23 HP V-Twin engine, the Patriot 1776 Heavy Duty 
Edition generates 3600 PSI at 8.5 GPM. Standard features include a 
Piranha 3/8” 300 foot red sewer jetter hose Made in the USA. Remote 
start for one-man operation. Included portable 100 gallon water tank with 
auto fill valve allows you to have the volume of water needed to clean 4” 

– 6” pipe lines with ease. Hour and battery gauge to keep track of health of battery and also maintenance of 
your dolly jetter. Flat free tires are made of solid polyurethane foam, non-marking.

The Patriot 1776 Hydro Jetter Heavy Duty Edition is equipped with a quick connect fitting to allow you to add 
on our optional quick connect hand reels for hose sizes (1/8” and 1/4”). Each Patriot 1776 Dolly Hydro Jetter 
is built by hand at our facility in Riverside, California. All customers have the option (additional charge) to 
customize their Patriot 1776 Dolly Hydro Jetter to match their company colors or standard stainless mirror 
finish. We use only quality stainless / brass fittings. No cheap fittings! 

Visit www.patriot.us for more information.
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POLYJOHN 
Booth #2007

PJN3
Made by PolyJohn and known as the “Workhorse” of the industry, the 
PJN3 is ideal for any outdoor restroom need. The PJN3 has a spacious 
interior and a translucent roof. Other highlights include anti-slip floors, 
maximum ventilation, a two-roll paper dispenser or optional 3 roll, and 
an occupancy signal latch. Options include a hand washing sink or hand 
sanitizing dispenser, convenience shelf with hook, locking kit, and gender 
signs.

The PJN3 is available in the standard static tank model or with the optional recirculating flush tank. The 
advanced waste tank design makes cleaning and servicing easy. Each unit comes with a door-mounted mirror, 
handle, and a non-splash urinal. The PJN3 is made by PolyJohn, the leading manufacturer of high-quality 
portable sanitation products. Made with the highest grade polyethylene plastic, the PJN3 will last in the field 
for years and years. 

Visit us at www.polyjohn.com or call 800-292-1305.
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RIDGID
Booth #1245

RIDGID K-1500 SECTIONAL MACHINE
Release Highlights:

• The most powerful compact sectional machine ever with a ¾ HP  
  motor and cable that can spin up to 700 RPM, it is also 30   
  percent lighter than the RIDGID K-1500 Sectional Machine.

• Tool-less clutch adjustment lets you quickly switch cable sizes,   
  and infield clutch serviceability allows you to make necessary   
  repairs on-the-job.

• Enhanced cleanliness with fluid reservoir for later draining and  
  enclosed cable feeder and carrier.

RIDGID® Introduces Most Powerful, Compact Sectional Machine on the Market

ELYRIA, OHIO – September 25, 2018 – Plumbers who know their trade understand that there is always a 
trade-off between sectional machine models. Now they don’t have to sacrifice power for portability with 
the new RIDGID® K-5208 Sectional Machine. It’s the most powerful, most compact, easiest-to-service and 
cleanest drain cleaner on the market. 

Weighing 30 percent less than the RIDGID K-1500 Sectional Machine, the K-5208 is purpose-built to cut 
through the toughest roots with a HP motor and cable that can spin up to 700 RPM. Designed for drains 2” 
to 8” in diameter, it features a tool-less clutch adjustment to quickly switch between 7/8” to 1” cable sizes. It 
comes with a new Trident Sectional Cable Decoupler for disconnecting cables efficiently and cable feeder 
with guide tube for easy loading and unloading into an enclosed cable carrier. Infield clutch serviceability 
minimizes downtime, while a carrying handle allows for easy transport from truck to jobsite. 

Designed with high-strength square steel tubing and rubber feet for enhanced stability, the K-5208 includes 
an innovative fluid management system that incorporates a reservoir to catch fluid for later draining. The 
enclosed cable carrier and cable feeder also enhance cleanliness by reducing exposure of the cables on the 
jobsite.

“The RIDGID K-5208 Sectional Machine has been thoughtfully designed from top-to-bottom based on 
feedback from professional plumbers who demanded a more powerful and portable option,” said Wyatt 
Kilmartin, vice president and general manager, global underground technologies, RIDGID. “This new machine 
is lighter and cleaner with go-everywhere power.” 

The K-5208 and other RIDGID drain cleaners are built at the RIDGID plant in Orange, Virginia and include 
the RIDGID Lifetime Warranty.

To purchase or learn more about the K-5208 contact your local distributor, visit RIDGID.com/K5208, or call 
toll-free: 1-800-769-7743.
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RITAM
Booth #4312
 
SUMMIT SERVICE SYSTEM™ 
WITH SUMMIT PROOF! MOBILITY™ APP
Known for its superior Summit Rental System™ for the portable 
restroom industry, Ritam Technologies has Summit for septic, grease, 

drain, and plumbing services. Super-charge your QuickBooks with powerful industry-specific capabilities.

Core Features: An extremely simple to use customer, job site, and work order setup leads to efficient 
appointment calendars to drag/drop technician assignments and scheduled time/duration changes. Powerful 
maps of pending jobs provide easier management of workloads and productivity. Summit offers detailed work 
orders, diagrams, tank info, condition comments, and much more. Capture repeat business with reminders 
(email, text, cards), and automatically schedule repeat services based upon their selected service frequency. 
Lite editions are available. Pro edition includes full customer accounting, secure credit card processing, 
invoices, statements, and auto-pay receipt emailing. Sales and accounting reports round out the system. New 
Deluxe and Premium editions (available June, 2019) add many more features.

Mobile – Android/iOS: Take your services with you! Using smart phone, tablet, iPhone, or iPad, obtain detailed 
route schedule maps, voice navigation, access work order info, including special instructions. Send instant 
customer notices (email or text) for schedule changes and proof of service. Supervisors view map of all jobs 
with current status and technician location. For designated users, electronic job completion and payment 
receipt eliminate your after-hours paperwork. Choose Limited Access or Expanded Access according to the 
trust you place in technicians.

Online Customer web portal: Allow customers to securely make account changes, payments, and service 
requests 24/7. Get paid and collect orders while you sleep!

Corporate reporting module is an option for multi-company, multi-branch consolidated reports providing 
powerful oversight and planning. An ad-hoc report writer is built-in!

• Simple • Efficient • Powerful • Mobile • Online • • • Since 1981

Extremely affordable, whether small, mid-sized, or mega company.

Find Summit Proof! and Summit Proof! Mobility on Google Play and Apple App Store!

Ritam Technologies, LLC • Booth 4312 • www.ritam.com • 800-662-8471 or 925-478-2732
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RUSH OVERLAND
Booth #1045
 
Rush-Overland is the long-standing market leader in the CIPP industry. 
Our wastewater products are second to none because we DO IT RIGHT. 
Rush-Overland is now offering the market a full line of DOT code and 
non-code industrial vacuum trucks and hydroexcavators – designed and 
built to the same high standards! 

Rush-Overland is continuously engineering, improving and introducing 
innovative new processes and designs. 

Rush-Overland is redefining the Wastewater Industry with superior engineering and quality built into each 
unit they produce, and their quick turnaround makes it easy for any size company, in any state, to have what 
they need to get the job done. Rush-Overland takes pride in providing solutions which allows our customers 
to save time and increase their profits on every job.

Contact us today to learn more at 432-337-2397, or see Rush-Overland solutions in action visit us at 
rushoverland.com.
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SALCOR 
Booth #4124

SALCOR 3G UNIT
SALCOR’s 3G Unit Wins the Battle!

One of today’s greatest battles is how to create and maintain clean, safe 
and re-usable water, in every community, worldwide! Two of the most 
serious enemies we face are Superbugs and harmful chemicals. 

VICTORY!

SALCOR’s 3G Unit is a unique proprietary UV process that disinfects 
wastewater by rendering harmful bugs inactive, without adding harmful 

chemicals. Life-threatening viruses & bacteria/Superbugs are unable to reproduce, helping to stop the 
spread of fatal epidemics. We All Win, they Lose! Defeat Superbugs! 

BEST FOR THE ENVIRONMENT

• No Harmful Chemicals added

• Enables Wastewater Recovery & Reuse

• Survives Weather Disasters – hurricanes, floods & electrical storms

• UL Listed Floodproof NEMA 6P, survives 30 days under water

• Most 3rd Party Tested, NSF / WA State protocol with 21 ATU’s

OVER 40 YEARS OF INNOVATION

SALCOR pioneered UV Disinfection by creating the 3G Unit that is scalable, providing protection for 
residential, commercial, and even municipal systems from 9,000 to 100,000+ GPD.

• Originator of a Revolutionary Foul-Resistant Teflon® Lamp Barrier

• Low Cost <40 watts, with Easy Install, and O&M

• Reliable LED Visual Monitoring & Alarm Contacts

• 2-year Warranty on Unit and “Long Life” Lamp

• Family Owned since 1978

• Made in USA

• Worldwide Ultraviolet Disinfection Leader

 
Please stop by our Booth #4124. Say the secret word “Avocado” and win a prize.

For more information please contact us!

 SALCOR              JSCruver@aol.com

 (760) 731-0745  www.Salcor.world

9,000 GPD 
GRAVITY 

FLOW

SALCOR 
3G UV 
UNIT

n  Residential/Commercial  
Wastewater Onsite Decentralized 
Uses to 100,000+ GPD

n  Modular System - Less Costly  
and Reliable Tested Performance

n  Expanded Arrays Reduce Spare 
Parts Inventory & Increase Flow

n  Originator of “Revolutionary” 
Foul-Resistant Teflon®  
Lamp Barrier

n  Most 3rd Party Successfully  
Tested (since 1997):  
UL Listed; NSF/WA State  
Fecal Coliform Tests,  
6-Mo Each with 21 ATU’s;  
BNQ Canada;  
Universities - U of Washington,  
Ohio State U, UC Davis, &  
U of Rhode Island

n  Low Cost <40 Watts &  
Easy Install (In Ground or  
Pump Tank) & O&M

n  No Chemicals Added and  
Enables Water Recovery/Reuse 

n  Reliable LED Visual Monitoring  
& Alarm Contacts 

n  2-Year Warranty, Unit  
& “Long-Life” Lamp

“3G” UV DISINFECTION, TRUSTED WORLD LEADER FOR 22 YEARS
SUCCESSFULLY TREATS: Single & Cluster Homes, Small Sewage Plants, Schools,  
Hospitals/Nursing Homes, Churches, Restaurants,  Mobile Home Parks, Campgrounds,  

Nurseries/Cut Flowers, Houseboats, Food Processing Wastewater, Etc. 

Made in 
the USA

30-Day Underwater Proven 
“FLOOD-PROOF” (NEMA 6P)

UV 
Light 

On

NURSING HOME, OH

UL & cUL LISTED

Hurricanes, Floods  
& Electrical Storms

SURVIVES

MODULAR BLOCK DESIGN

3G’S IN PARALLEL/SERIES  
ARRAYS TO 100,000+ GPD

12 UNIT UV ARRAY

DUKE’S OCEANFRONT RESTAURANT, Malibu, CA
4 UV Unit Array Effluent Discharges into Ocean Beach Sand

3 Salcor 3G UV  
Units (Parallel Array)  
in Extended Aeration

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, MO

WHAT’S IN YOUR WATER?

SAVES HEALTH & PRISTINE ENVIRONMENTS
HELPS END DEADLY “SUPERBUG” CRISES

SALCOR UV FOR SAFE WATER NOW!

SURVIVES MOST WEATHER “CATASTROPHES”

EBOLA VIRUS

KLEBSI BACTERIA

MRSA BACTERIA

2 UV Unit Array Replaced 
Chlorine Chamber

BOOTH

4124
WELCOME 

TO

SINCE 1978

UV DISINFECTION

SALCOR
760.731.0745 F: 760.731.2405

jscruver@aol.com

ENABLES REUSE OF DISINFECTED EFFLUENT
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SCREENCO SYSTEMS
Booth #6314 & 6318

MEGA SCREEN 800  
SEPTIC RECEIVING STATION 

The Mega Screen 800 Septic Receiving Station from  
ScreenCo Systems, LLC., features the patented Dual 
Screen Design.

Screen includes all the same great features as the rest of 
the screening systems line. Includes 51 square feet of screeing area, fed by a 6” or 8” inlet with dual fan 
spreaders deflecting waste down onto the screen making front screen virtually self-cleaning. Complete 
Industrial Vac Tank cleanout is capable with the optional side and front splash sheeting. This allows for 
Vac Truck to simple back over the front of the unit and raise rear tank-opening and hoist for full tank 
clean out. Processes up to 1,000 GPM of wet well or septic waste, with 8” cam outlet fitting. This Screen 
is second to none in the industry for its volume and ease of trash removal. The patented Dual Screen 
Design is unique and totally non-mechanical and uses gravity to separate trash from the waste stream. 

The standard unit features all aluminum construction with stainless-steel 3/8” gapped bar screens on the 
opposing angles and meet the Ecology 503 Regulations for septic screening. The Screen can be set up 
with a single 6” or 8” inlet hose or two 4” inlet hoses capable of offloading two trucks simultaneously. The 
Screen will not plug with rags or trash. Simple raking to the trash drain tray with the custom stainless-
steel cleaning tools provided make for a simple cleanout through the 7’ universal folding trash chute. Bolt 
on chute assembly allows for trash exit in either direction. Built in forklift skids make the unit portable 
allowing for setup virtually anywhere. OSHA compliant aluminum catwalk included. Mega Screen 800 
also available in all stainless-steel construction.

screencosystems.com
sals@screencosystem.com
(208) 790-8770
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SUPERIOR SIGNAL
Booth #2467

SUPERIOR 5E ELECTRIC SMOKER 

Find Plumbing Leaks and Sources of Odor with the 
Superior® 5E Electric Smoker

The Superior® 5E Electric Smoker offers a cost-effective 
solution to find difficult leaks and odors in residential 
and commercial plumbing systems. Connect blower to 
any plumbing cleanout or vent, and use appropriate size 
smoke candle to force smoke through faults and cracks, 
easily identifying sources of odor and hard to find leaks.  Smoke tests take just minutes to perform, and 
see immediate results with this simple and convenient solution.  

Use with a 1A or 2B Superior® Smoke Candles which create 4,000 or 8,000 Cubic Feet of smoke 
respectively. Superior® Smoke candles are also sold in convenient SealPac® cans which extend shelf life.  

Find Sources of Odor – anywhere a Smell can go the Smoke will go too.  Find sources and causes of 
Odors in just minutes that might otherwise take days to find. Smoke Testing is an effective technique to 
find odors and many other faults throughout the building plumbing, the septic system, and even the leach 
field.  

Find Plumbing Faults & Test New Plumbing – quickly find cracked or broken pipes, nail or screw damage, 
bad connections, improper venting, open pipes or fittings, dry traps, and improper hookups. Smoke 
Testing can often be used as a Primary Test for new plumbing, or as a secondary test to locate leaks and 
problems quickly and easily after a failed water or pressure test.

Made in the USA, the Superior® 5E Electric Smoker comes complete with 8’ industrial grade flex-hose, 
weighs just 8 pounds, and requires no maintenance. Used with economical Superior Smoke Candles, 
this cost-effective solution for hard to find odors, leaks and other faults in residential and commercial 
facilities has no equal.

www.SuperiorSignal.com/WWETT

800-945-TEST
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TIGER PAYMENT SOLUTIONS 
Booth #6878 

TIGER PAYMENT SOLUTIONS BOOTH #6878 
Partner with Tiger Payment Solutions, and leverage our first-hand 
industry experience to implement state-of-the-art payment solutions 
that will dramatically improve the customer experience and reduce your 
back office workload. 
 
Processing payments for the Septic/Wastewater industry is very 
complex, with rules and regulations pertaining to merchant categories 
and rate structures. You need a processing partner who will help 
streamline your billing process to generate efficiency and increase  
profit margins. 

Tiger delivers the lowest processing rates available by ensuring that its eligible customers qualify for the 
lowest interchange rates. There are few processors with the expertise to properly categorize a Septic/
Wastewater company. And, failure to properly categorize your company can cost you thousands of dollars in 
extra processing.

• MasterCard, Visa & Discover Rates below 1% 
• No Set-up Fees
• No Contracts
• Next Day Funding 
• FREE RATE REVIEWS 

www.tigerprocessing.com | 781-585-4343 | info@tigerprocessing.com
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TORNADO
Booth #6723

TORNADO GLOBAL  
HYDROVACS F4 ECOLITE
The F4 ECOLITE from Tornado Global Hydrovacs has a 
12-cubic-yard debris tank and holds 1,400 gallons of freshwater. 
The unit is more than 7,000 pounds lighter than the company’s 

older models and offers more than double the payload. The boom has a 342-degree rotation and a 26-foot 
reach. The small- er F3 ECOLITE is a 10-cubic-yard, 1,200-gallon tandem-axle unit that also more than 
doubles older payload capacities. It features an 8-inch boom and a 3,800 cfm blower.
877.340.8141; www.tornadotrucks.com 
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TRIO-VISION
Booth #6048

TVS PACKAGE 

Ready…Set…Inspect, for under $150K!

That’s right: You can be inspecting sewer and stormwater 
pipelines from 6-60 inches with a comprehensive selection 
of advance designed and precision engineered equipment 
for the price of basic tools!

This special TVS package includes a turn-key Ford Transit van with TrioVision Technologies mainline 
inspection system, and AssetDMS NASSCO-certified PACP software…everything you need to start 
performing professional quality inspections, including:

• Two crawlers: TVT 150 for 6-12” pipe, and TVT 300 for 12-60” 

• Pan-and-Tilt Color Zoom Camera

• TrioVision Reel with 1000 feet of cable, configured for easy mounting on a pickup truck, ATV/UTV 
or custom-built inspection vehicle. 

• Easy-to-use AssetDMS NASSCO-Certified PACP inspection data collection, analysis and reporting 
software to tie it all together

Let us help you create a CCTV inspection solution that fits your working style, with Trio-Vision-ary 
equipment. This versatile collection is perfect for a variety of inspections, such as: 

• Mainlines

• Stormwater pipes

• Manholes

• Special Applications

• Data collection

Ask about our high-definition, WiFi-enabled pole cameras and other special applications solutions. Both 
TrioVision Technologies and Cobra Technologies inspection equipment lines are built to last, withstanding 
the punishment of underground environments. Find out how our customers have used our equipment to 
multi-task, aiding in pipeline rehabilitation as well as inspection, multiplying their value in the field.

Products you want • Performance you demand • Profitability you need

Call today to schedule a field demo, or visit us at the WWETT Show in booth 6048, to see how we can 
help you maximize ROI on your next CCTV system investment. 

Toll-Free 800-443-3761 
Local 770-435-8991 
Trio-Vision.com • AssetDMS.com
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VARCO
Booth #5162 & 5158

BATTIONI PUMPS
INNOVATIVE QUALITY—ENGINEERED TO 
PERFCTION! 

And NOW all of that in a Build it yourself package. 

Battioni Pumps (yes we know its hard to pronounce- 
say BA=TEE-=ONI) have been providing quality Vacuum 
Pumps since 1956. Produced in Italy and brought to the 
USA by Varco, Battioni and Varco have joined forces to 
design innovative packages that work for YOU. Plenty 
of Options, Plenty of Power AND easy to install- just bolt and go!!

From our Vane Cooled MEC13500 package, engineered to provide you 489 CFM  in a 3” pump, to our 
new Liquid and Fan cooled pumps and packages, we provide you with a custom easy to bolt up package, 
built the way you want it.

Want a Pump on stand? No problem!

Want to add a Muffler? No problem!

Want a Muffler and a Secondary along with the final filter? No Problem!

Our new Fan cooled pump packages come with 2 fans to keep them cool PLUS 3 ballast port filters 
mounted low to suck cooler air. Built in Final Filters are included at no extra charge, along with our 
exclusive CRASH PROTECTION to protect your rotor from those accidents that happen.

Our new Liquid cooled pump packages come with a liquid cooling jacket, PLUS ballast port filters mounted 
low to suck cooler air. Built in Final Filters come standard, AND A BUILT IN RECIRCULATING PUMP to 
make sure the pump is effectively cooled. CRASH PROTECTION also comes standard.

Prices start as low as $2200!! We don’t worry about colors or what can swap out with what- instead find 
the most POWERFUL pumps at the LOWEST PRICE in an EASY TO MOUNT package!

Come check them out at booth 5162 & 5158.
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VIVAX-METROTECH
Booth #4223

INSPECTION CAMERA SYSTEMS
The vCamMX-2 Mini System is a portable all-in-one camera 
to inspect pipes from 1 to 4 inches. The system includes 
USB recording, internal microphone, 512Hz sonde, 1” high 
resolution self-leveling camera and is available in 100 or 
150-foot lengths.

The vCam-6 HD Inspection System gives municipalities 
and plumbing contractors a fully equipped system for 
inspection lines from 3 to 10- inches. Features such as 
text writer, voice over, locatable sonde, and traceable pushrod are included as standard equipment. The 
standard reel is available with 200, 300 or 400 feet of pushrod and choices of 1.3” or 1.8” self-leveling HD 
camera.

SONDE AND UTILITY LOCATORS 
The vLoc3-Cam Sonde and Camera locator is a quick and accurate way to locate camera sondes. The 
intuitive color graphical display directs the user to the sonde with 360-degree directional arrows with 
no worry about ghost signals. The vLoc3-Cam is compatible with the major push and crawler cameras on 
the market. The locator includes a Pushrod Trace mode and Passive mode for locating buried energized 
cables. It can also locate buried utilities with an optional transmitter.


